Introduction
Molecules and molecular compounds are often modeled by molecular graphs. One of the most widely known topological descriptor [6, 9] is the Wiener index named after chemist Harold Wiener [13] .
The Wiener index of a graph G(V, E) is defined as W (G) = u,v∈V d(u, v), where d(u, v) is the distance between vertices u and v (minimum number of edges between u and v).
A majority of the chemical applications of the Wiener index deal with chemical compounds that have acyclic organic molecules. The molecular graphs of these compounds are trees [7] , see an example of a chemical compound in Fig. 1 . Therefore most of the prior work on the Wiener indices deals with trees, relating the structure of various trees to their Wiener indices (asymptotic bounds on the Wiener indices of certain families of trees, expected Wiener indices of random trees etc.). For these reasons, we concentrate on the Wiener indices of trees as well (see Dobrynin et al. [3] for a recent survey).
For trees with bounded degrees of vertices, Jelen and Triesch [10] found a family of trees such that W (T ) is minimized. Fischermann et al. [4] solved the same problem independently. They characterized the trees that minimize and maximize the Wiener index among all trees of a given size and the maximum vertex degree.
Several papers address the question: What positive integer numbers can be Wiener indices of graphs of a certain type? The question is answered for general graphs and bipartite graphs [3] . The question is still open for trees. The molecular graphs have bounded degrees. In fact, a molecular graph, whose vertices represent atoms and edges represent chemical bonds, has maximum vertex degree 4 [12] . In this paper we study a new class of trees that possess e∈T n 1 (e)n 2 (e) where n1(e) and n2(e) are the sizes of two trees left after the removal of e. useful properties such as (i) the vertex degrees are bounded, and (ii) the trees are balanced, and (iii) they admit efficient algorithms for computing Wiener indices.
We define a k-tree, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . as a rooted binary tree such that (i) every node of depth less than h − k has exactly two children where h is the height of the tree, and (ii) a node of depth at least h − k at most two (0, 1 or 2) children. Let F k denote the family of all k-trees. 
Preliminaries
Canfield et al. [2] applied a recursive approach for calculating the Wiener index of a tree. For a rooted tree T , we denote by l(T ) the sum of the distances from the root v root of T to all its vertices,
Theorem 3 (Canfield et al. [2] ). Let T be a tree of size n with the root v root and let
(1)
Wiener [13] discovered the following formula W (G) = e∈T n 1 (e)n 2 (e) where n 1 (e) and n 2 (e) are the sizes of two trees left after the removal of e, see Fig. 1 .
Bounds for k-Trees
We derive bounds for k-trees that are useful in further analysis. It is interesting that, for a fixed k, the difference between the Wiener indices of k-trees of size n is O(n 2 ) though the Wiener indices themself are bounded by O(n 2 log n) (these bounds are tight!).
Theorem 4. Let T and T be two
k-trees of size n. Then l(T ) ≤ n(k − 1 + log(n + 1)) and W (T ) ≤ n(n − 1)(k − 1 + log(n + 1)) |l(T ) − l(T )| ≤ (2k − 1)n and |W (T ) − W (T )| ≤ 2((2 k − 1)n 2 + 4 k (n + 1) 2 ).
Tree Operations
In this Section we introduce two operations on general rooted trees and derive formulas for the Wiener index. Let T be a rooted tree. For a node v of T , we denote the subtree rooted at v by T (v) and its size by n(v). We consider two operations on the tree T • swapping subtrees where two subtrees of T rooted at nodes v and u are switched, see Fig. 2 
(b), and
• joining subtrees where a subtree rooted at v moves to a vertex u, see Fig. 2 (c). Note that this operation applied to a binary tree can produce a non-binary tree. The resulting tree is binary iff v and u have at most two children together.
We derive formulas for calculating the Wiener index when a tree is modified. 
Theorem 5 (Tree operations). Let u and v be two nodes of T with the same depth. Let w be the lowest common ancestor of u and v. Let
u 0 = w, u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u k = uW (T ) = W (T ) − 2k∆ 2 + 2∆ k i=2 (n(v i ) − n(u i )).(3)
II. Let T be the tree obtained by joining the subtrees T (v) and T (u) in T , see Fig. 2 (c). Then
W (T ) = W (T ) − 2k · n 2 (v) + 2n(v) k i=1 (n(v i ) − n(u i )).(4)
1-Trees
We show that the Wiener indices of 1-trees can be computed efficiently. For a given number n, there are exponentially many 1-trees of size n (there are actually exponentially many non-isomorphic rooted 1-trees). By Theorem 4 the Wiener indices are bounded by a polynomial function. We observe the following property of 1-trees that enables a polynomial time algorithm for computing W (F 1 (n)). (i) The value l(T ) is a function of n, denoted l(n), and can be calculated as follows
(ii) Let T 1 and T 2 be two trees obtained by removing the root from T . Let
Lemma 1 provides an efficient way to compute the Wiener indices. We represent a group of 1-trees of size n with the same Wiener index w by just the pair (w, n). Note that there can be exponentially many 1-trees for the same pair (w, n). Lemma 1 allows us to create a new group of trees (w, n) from two groups (w i , n i ), i = 1, 2. Every tree in the group (w, n) is a combination of two trees from groups (w 1 , n 1 ) and (w 2 , n 2 ) respectively.
We compute the set W (F 1 (n)) using dynamic programming. We assume that the sets W (F 1 (i)), i < n are computed. We store L, a sorted list of numbers that are the Wiener indices found so far (initially L is empty). For all n 1 = 1, . . . , (n− 1)/2 and all two numbers w 1 ∈ W (F 1 (n 1 )) and w 2 ∈ W (F 1 (n 2 )), n 2 = n − n 1 − 1, the algorithm does the following. First, it checks whether T , the combination of two 1-trees T 1 and T 2 corresponding to the pairs (w 1 , n 1 ) and (w 2 , n 2 ), is a valid 1-tree. We compute the heights h i = log n i , i = 1, 2. If h 1 = h 2 then T is a valid 1-tree. If |h 1 − h 2 | ≥ 2 then T is not a valid 1-tree. Suppose that |h 1 − h 2 | = 1. We can assume for simplicity that h 1 < h 2 . Then T is a valid 1-tree if and only if T 1 is a complete binary tree.
If T 1 and T 2 can be combined, we compute w by formula (6) and check if w ∈ L in O(log n) time. If w is a new Wiener index, then it is inserted in L. The sizes of W (F 1 (n 1 )) and W (F 1 (n 2 )) are bounded by O(n 2 ) by Theorem 4. Thus, the total time for computing W (F 1 (n)) is O(n 5 log n).
Theorem 6. The Wiener indices of 1-trees of size at most n can be found in
We implemented the above algorithm and run it up to n = 1000. The running time is 36 hours on Intel processor 2.4 GHZ, 512 MB memory using Microsoft C++ 6.0. As we show later the Wiener indices of W (F 1 (n)), n > 1000 are greater than 7001724. It turns out that there are still many integer numbers close to 7001724 that are not in W (F 1 ), for example, the numbers from the interval [6988865,7016907] are not in W (F 1 ) .
In what follows we explore the Wiener indices W (F 1 (n)) for larger n (more than 1000) based on the minimum and maximum Wiener indices in W (F 1 (n) ). We find shapes of 1-trees that have the smallest/largest Wiener indices in W (F 1 (n) ). We discuss it in the next section.
Interval Method
Since it is not feasible to compute the Wiener indices W (F 1 (n)) for large n, we want to compute intervals [W min (n), W max (n)] for large n where W min (n) and W max (n) are the minimum and maximum Wiener indices of W (F 1 (n)), respectively. First, we derive formulas for W min (n) and W max (n). We need some notations. Let v be a vertex of a 1-tree T . Let v l and v r denote its left child (if any) and its right child (if any), respectively. If v does not have a left/right child we use a dummy vertex v nil instead. We assume that n(v nil ) = 0. Let v be a vertex of a 1-tree T . We call v an complete vertex if (n(v l ), n(v r )) is the complete partition of n(v) − 1. Note that, if v is complete, then at least one of the subtrees T (v l ) or T (v r ) is complete. Let
Minimum Wiener indices
Theorem 7. A 1-tree T of n vertices has the minimum Wiener index W min (n) if and only if every vertex of T is complete. The sequence W min (n) satisfies the following recurrence:
Maximum Wiener indices
We call an internal node v of a binary tree balanced if |n(v l ) − n(v r )| ≤ 1. The following theorem characterizes 1-tree maximizing the Wiener index. 
where
Theorem 9. The functions l(n), W min (n) and W max (n) are monotonically increasing.
Algorithm and Experiments
We implemented a simple algorithm GAP for finding maximal intervals not covered by the intervals I n , n ≥ 1. The algorithm is based on the monotonicity of W min (n), W max (n) and has linear running time.
We run it for n ≤ 14075 (the value of W max (n) exceeds the maximum integer value stored in 32 bits, unsigned long integer type). The largest number not covered by intervals is 705344327. Using another property of the Wiener indices we can find even larger numbers not covered by intervals. The Wiener index of a tree with even/odd number of vertices is odd/even, respectively (see for example [5] p. 228). Therefore the intervals I n for even/odd n can cover only odd/even integer numbers. We run our algorithm for even n and odd n separately. The largest gap we found is the interval [722813799,722814221] of odd numbers which sandwiched between I 8472 and I 8474 . We believe that (i) the intervals I n for all even n ≥ 8474 cover all odd integers larger than 722814221, and (ii) the intervals I n for all odd n ≥ 8474 cover all even integers larger than 722814221.
It is an interesting open question whether there is only a finite number of integers not covered by W (F 1 ). We were unable to answer it. Since we found large integer numbers not in W (F 1 ), we decided to explore 2-trees that are less computationally attractive.
Algorithm for k-trees
We assume that k is a constant. Let W (F k (n)) be the set of the Wiener indices of k-trees of size n. We present an algorithm for computing W (F k (n)), k ≥ 2. Here we do not have the property that l(T ) is a function of n. In order to be able to generate many k-trees (for large n) we want to store minimum amount of information that allows us to compute Wiener indices recursively. Let h(T ) denote the height of a tree T . For a k-tree T , we define hc(T ) as the largest number h such that the vertices of T of height at most h form a complete binary tree. We group k-trees with the same W (T ), l(T ), h(T ) and hc(T ). We store a list L k (n) of groups (w, l, h, hc) sorted in the lexicographical order.
We compute L k (n) using dynamic programming. We assume that L k (i), i < n are computed. We store elements of L k (n) in lexicographical order. For all n 1 = 1, . . . , (n − 1)/2 and all two tuples t 1 = (w 1 , l 1 , h 1 , hc 1 ) ∈ L k (n 1 ) and t 2 = (w 2 , l 2 , h 2 , hc 2 ) ∈ L k (n 2 ), the algorithm does the following. First, it checks whether T , the combination of two 1-trees T 1 and T 2 corresponding to t 1 and t 2 , is a valid k-tree. We compute the heights h(T ) = 1 + max(h 1 , h 2 ) and hc(T ) = 1 + min(hc 1 , hc 2 ). The tree T is a valid k-tree if and only if h(T ) ≤ hc(T ) + k.
If T 1 and T 2 can be combined, we compute w by Equation (1). We check if 
2-trees
For 2-trees we can store just three numbers to represent a group: w, the Wiener index, and b, the number of vertices at the bottom level (maximum depth vertices). If we remove b vertices at the bottom level from a tree T , we obtain a 1-tree T . By lemma 1, l(T ) can be computed using the number of vertices of T . One can derive formulas for computing l(T ), h(T ), hc(T ). In this way we can speed up the algorithm for generating L 2 (n). We implemented the above algorithm and computed the Wiener indices of 2-trees of size up to 90. The integer numbers between 8864 and 30224 are all covered by W (F 2 ). The largest integer in [1, 30224] / ∈ W (F 2 ) is 8863. We believe that all numbers larger than 8863 are covered by W (F 2 ).
Conjecture 11 The set of Wiener indices W (F 2 ) contains all integer numbers greater than 8863.
We compute the density of the Wiener indices δ : R → [0, 1] defined as follows. For a number x ∈ R, the value δ(x) is N/x where N is the number of the Wiener indices of W (F 2 ) less than x. To compute the density function we use a boolean array B[ ]. The boolean value B[i] indicates existence of 2-tree T such that W (T ) = i. The density is plotted in Fig. 3 . The plot can be viewed as a supporting argument for Conjecture 11. 
